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Authority Traffic X "Traffic Generation Strategies" Enough Is Enough! We Tell All - Our Top 5

Traffic-Sucking Secrets That Will EXPLODE Your Sales... Never Before Released! If you have any

intention at all of making more than $300 per month online, this is going to be one of the most important

letters you'll read in a long time. And if you follow our step-by-step instructions, we guarantee that you'll

be able unlock the unstoppable cash-generating potential of your website... even if you've never made

more than five bucks from it. You'd be surprised how a few simple strategies can easily turn your $5 per

month website into a cash flow MONSTER... and we want to show you how it's all done. We've been

using these exact same strategies for years... and now for the first time ever, we're going to spill the

beans. "Here's The Path Many People Take When It Comes To Making Money Online:" Mr. John Doe

spends a little time setting up a website, sits back and waits for people to discover it... hopefully, some of

them will buy something. A few days pass and his web analytics show that the site has had a total of 13

visitors. "Not a bad start", John would think to himself, "...but I think I can do better". To get more traffic to

his site, he writes 10 articles and submits them to the popular article directories... after all, that's what
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everyone is doing, right? Again, he sits back and hopes for the best. A week passes, and John sees a

small trickle of visitors to his site... "Oh hey look, I'm getting more visitors... great!" John says. He checks

his affiliate account, but no sales yet. "It's only a matter of time before I get some sales... I just have to

submit more articles!" John decides. And so, he continues writing articles and submitting them over the

next few weeks. The traffic to his site is increasing, but at a slower pace now. There is an average of

15-20 visitors per day to his site... a good improvement from before, but still no sales. John is starting to

lose the enthusiasm he had when he first started out. "Is making money online really possible at all?" he

begins to doubt. Suddenly, out of the blue one day, John checks his affiliate account and is delighted to

find that he has made one sale for $23.25! Thrilled, he writes another 10 articles and submits them. He's

definitely on the right track! Over the next two months, John continues to make a sale or two per week, as

he churns more and more articles. His reward is an average of 5-7 sales a month, netting him about

$140. But John is not happy. The $140 per month is the result of hours upon hours of writing and

submitting articles... he realizes that if he had spent the same amount of time working at $7 an hour, he

would have made much more money! And so John, now tired from writing over 100 articles and dismayed

at the results, decides to give up, at least for now, as he looks for the next income-making opportunity.

Yes, the above story is a sad one... but this is exactly what many internet marketers go through when

they first start out... we should know - we've been there! And we don't want the same thing to happen to

you. So here's what we're going to do - we're going to show you the 5 little-known techniques we use

every day to drive hordes of hungry buyers to our sites. We'll reveal exactly what we do, how we do it,

and why it's so darn effective. "You won't have wait for people to stumble upon your site, and think

"should I really buy this product?"" Instead, we'll guide you step-by-step on how we virtually pull people to

our site, give them what they're looking for and thank them for their business. No hassle, no waiting, no

"hoping". We don't like to beat around the bush, so we'll show you how to spend your time catering to

people who are LOOKING to buy stuff, and not waste time on those who are just looking around' or

window shopping "We'll not only show you how to get TRUCKLOADS of traffic fast, but also how to get

the attention of people who are DYING to be sold to." These will be the people you want to spend your

efforts on - not the deadbeats or tire kickers. All you need to do is to find the people who are looking for a

solution that your product provides, show it to them and accept payment. Wham, bam thank you ma'am.

We understand that like us, your time is precious. We don't like to waste time on poorly converting traffic,



and neither should you. These are strategies that you can implement TODAY to see a boost of traffic

almost immediately. And this best part is that this surge of visitors to your site won't die out after a few

days, or even a few weeks... "These are long-term strategies that will steadily increase the traffic to your

site over time... AND they also have the awesome benefit of giving you traffic instantly instead of having

to wait for days or weeks." Making money online is not hard. The hard part is sifting out the golden

strategies that work from the generic garbage that's constantly being preached by people who don't know

what they're talking about. We're not going to sugar-coat the truth here... the fact is that if you don't know

what you're doing and have little experience driving high-converting visitors to your website, then yes, it's

going to be tough as you fumble your way around.. But, if you already know what, where and how to drive

razor-targeted prospects to your site, it will soon become easy for you as you duplicate your efforts over

and over again to enjoy ever-increasing results. That's what we're all about: getting more results for less

effort over time. " And Now... For The First Time Ever, You Can Have Access To The Same

Traffic-Grabbing Strategies And Tactics That We Use On All Our Niche Sites! " Imagine if you knew: *

Exactly how to quickly optimize your money pages with Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) so Google ranks

your site higher than your competitors'... this is a lot easier than you think! * The closely-kept secrets of

guest authoring to leverage upon the larger, more popular sites to literally STEAL their traffic and give

your site 10 times more exposure * The fool-proof system to set up pay-per-click campaigns to drive

targeted traffic to your website in the next 5 minutes * A nasty, dirty yet extremely lucrative traffic strategy

to drive hundreds and even thousands of visitors with very, very little money down * For affiliates: How to

drive laser-targeted traffic to offers that are proven WINNERS to make even more commissions! You'll

learn all of these and more, in complete video format to ensure maximum knowledge retention with

minimum time investment on your part... Announcing... Authority Traffic X "Traffic Generation Strategies"

Traffic Video #1: On-Page Search Engine Optimization * Discover the 6 critical on-page SEO factors you

should optimize to get maximum results * Where to place your keywords to get that extra boost in search

engine rankings. * A live case study example of how to optimize your web pages... we'll show you exactly

how we do it in full video * The optimal keyword density that will get the search engines LOVING your

content and giving your articles priority over others * Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) made simple... the

hush-hush secret to give your content pages extra relevancy in the eyes of Google - where to find LSI

keywords and how much of them to use (Warning: if you don't understand this, your pages are in danger



of being penalized by Google!) * REVEALED: the one Wordpress plugin that will optimize your sites

effortlessly for you... no more meddling with HTML or any other programming language to optimize your

sites! And much more... Traffic Video #2: Guest Author Marketing * The uncensored truth to this

little-known traffic strategy * How to find large and popular sites that you can leverage upon for

laser-targeted traffic * How to determine whether a site is worth guest authoring for - discover how to

avoid deadbeat sites that just suck your time with little profit potential * Be a guest author to multiple sites,

or to only a few? The answer will surprise you * How to dramatically improve you chances of being

accepted as a guest author - copy our sneaky email template, and get a complete line-by-line explanation

of why this works like crazy * The fastest, most effective way to develop a relationship with the authority

site owners... that will leave them begging for more of your content * How to get juicy back-links that will

power up your money pages - this is a rare strategy that most people don't even know about! * How to

write articles that get published quickly, AND boost click-through rates * How to write compelling articles

that get readers desperate to visit your website and buy something... anything! * The hidden long-term

benefits that your site will enjoy from guest author marketing And much more... Traffic Video #3: Pay Per

Click * A full video walkthrough on how we set up a simple, yet highly profitable PPC campaign from

scratch * Surefire keyword research tactics to avoid freebie seekers and focus on people who are ready

and looking to make a purchase * How to set up landing pages with maximum Google Quality Score -

enjoy lower cost per click and higher ad placement for the same ad. * How to write hypnotic headlines

that virtually force buyers to click on your ad - they won't know what hit them! * Unconventional

techniques to differentiate your ad from your competition * Discover the 3 must-have elements of every

successful PPC ad * REVEALED: the 4 types of tones/attitudes to use in your ads to attract buyers *

Which is a better bid? $0.20, $0.21, $0.22, $0.23 or $0.24? The tried-and-proven answer - find out the

most effective last-digit price to bid for * The 7 unspoken rules of Google Adwords... ignore at your own

risk! * The best way to structure your PPC campaign for maximum benefit * When to "use synonyms" and

when NOT to - this makes a big difference! * Little used alternative pay-per-click sources that you should

pay attention to And much more... Traffic Video #4: Ezine Advertising * Why you cannot afford to ignore

Ezine ads as part of your marketing strategy * How to find golden advertising opportunities in hidden,

wildly profitable Ezines * Joint Venture vs Flat rate advertisements - which is the better deal? Shocking

answers revealed for the first time! * The 5 questions you absolutely must ask to gauge the quality of the



Ezine list - if you don't know the right questions to ask, you'll be tricked into over-paying time and time

again. We've made all the mistakes so that you won't have to. * Unrestricted access to the 2 types of

emails that have been statistically proven to SKYROCKET click-through rates. And much more... Traffic

Video #5: Unconventional Paid Traffic * A top secret, dirty (yet extremely effective) strategy to drive

hundreds or thousands of visitors to your site for very, very little money down * 7 Highly Confidential

advertising sources waiting to be discovered - be the first to capitalize on them before it gets crowded out

* One video that will be worth the full price of this entire package! We're not kidding. * Our #1 site to buy

cheap (yet relevant) traffic for 5 cents a pop * Sorry, we can't reveal much more about this... it's too

important to be openly discussed This Full Video Package Will Give You An Unfair Advantage... But Only

If You Allow It To If you'd like to turn on the tap and get a rush of high-quality traffic to your Authority

Blueprint X site (or any other site you own), you'll want to get this video package right now. Learn all the

techniques and strategies that took us years to hone and perfect... you can get all the high converting

traffic you want, literally on demand! Save yourself the time, effort and money we spent to get these

answers, and enjoy the results of our hard work. With these videos, we'll take you by the hand and show

you exactly how everything is done so that you can just follow along and send traffic to your site almost

immediately (5 minutes is all it'll take). ___________________________ Visit My Store For More Deals!!!

ebooksheaven.tradebit.com ____________________________
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